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Celebrating our lOth Anniversary
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"In-House": a suspension for all
reasons
Fewer and fewer students are being
sent home to serve a suspension.
Instead, they are told to serve an " InHouse Suspension ," which is simpler to
arrange.
How does In-House Suspension affect
a student's perm anent record ? Are students allowed to defend themselves
when they're charged with an In-Ho use
offense? Is In- House set up to punish or
to improve a student's perfo rmance?
You'll find th e answers o n Page 7.

January, 1987

We asked New Expression readers to
pick the best music, TV and films of '86.
And we also asked our Entertainment
writers to pick the best of the year. Find
out if they agree on Page 11 .

New series on sexuality!
Teen sex counse llors? Yes, the first class
of teens trained for sex counselling in
Chicago have j ust been certified. Lorna
Bates describes these new counsellors'
training experiences in the first of a sixpart series on teen sexuality. You 'll fi nd
it on Page 6.

C7J.rou11,d Chicago

What will you find in this new column?
News about student performances and achievements ...
Kim Davis will be rounding up items on
Chicago high school students for Around
Chicago. She would like your help. Send her
news about any city-wide student achievements by individuals or groups ... or let her
know about student performances that are
open to the public. (The next column will
appear on Feb. 19.) You'll find information
below about how to submit news.

Kim Davis

CONGRATULATIONS TO CHARMIONE PATTERSON, a senior at CVS, who toured Africa
recently as a U.S. student delegate, chose n by
the Pan African Pen Pal Assn. She visited with her
pen pal in Acra, Ghanna and appeared on national radio in Ghana during her visit.

News about upcoming concerts, films and TV
shows of special interest to teens ...
Aaron Carson, Les Callihan and Desiree
Washington will cover the Entertainment
Beat. They'd like your suggestions, especially about performances or festivals that
will display local talent.
CHANNEL 2 OFFERS A SENSITIVE DRAMA
Tuesday, Jan. 27 titled "The Day They Came to
Arrest the Book." Two high school friends, portrayed by Jonathan Crombie and Real Andrews,
disagree about their principal's decision to ban
Desiree Washington Huckleberry Finn from class reading lists beLes Callihan
cause of its racist language. It's a CBS Schoolbreak Special.

News about prep sports-male AND female teams
and individual athletes ...
Mike Benedetto will take on the tough task
of selecting the most significant all-city
sports news. Over 80 high schools, public
and private, in Chicago have sports teams
and individual. stars. Most of their wins and
losses will be covered by high school newspapers and by the city dailies. Around Chicago will be looking for highlights of interest
to all prep sports fans, and we welcome suggested items by mail or phone (see below).
Mike Benedetto
Cassandra Chew

THE WINNERS ARE: Congratulations to the
Kankakee Holiday Basketball Tournament winner, Dunbar; The Proviso West Tournament winner, Collins; and the Elgin Tournament winner,
Robeson.
And some cheers for the winners of the annual
Mayor's Tounament: Marshall In the girl's tournament and Simeon in the boy's tournament.

News about special events of interest to teens ...
Casandra Chew will check the museums,
libraries, parks and cultural centers for upcoming events that are of interest to teens.
Check it out here each month!
A WONDERFUL NEW EXHIBIT ABOUT FAMILIES-different types of families, such as singleparent, adopted and racially mixed-opens at the

Field Museum , Jan. · 22. The best part of the
exhibit is that each family is descibed by the
children, not by the parent. Teen visitors can discuss their own fami ly experience in the exhibit's
"activity room," and they can use crayons or
pencils to add comments to the exhibit.

**************

GREAT EFFORT IN THE CLASSROOM is
paying off in scholarships these days ... Lelah
Delmar (Carver) now holds a $2.000 award
for her essay on " What Can the C .H.A . Do to
Encourage Youth to Stay in Schooi" ... The
Ora H iggins Foundation scholarships for
academic excellence were awarded to Alicia
Burnett (Dunbar), Renee Knight (Hirsch),
Jeffery Riddle (Englewood), Jacynthia Jemine (Simeon) , Anthony Mims (Hyde Park),
Tina Grace (CVS}, Deborah Wilkerson (Lindblom) , Lucia Saucedo (Jones) , Kimberly
Nute (Har lan) and Desirre S loan (Spaulding) . Each award is worth $1 ,OOO ... Five Savings of America scho larships wort h $4,000
each were won by Victor Serrano (Bowen),
Selene Jones (Senn), LaVerne Payne (Clemente), Kimberly Danie ls (Fenger) and
Laritza Lopez (Kelly) . The awards were limited ·to these five schoo ls this year as an
outgrowth of the Savings of America's
Career Awareness Program , which y.ill be
expanded to include Kenwood, Morgan
Park, Lind blom, Schurz and Juarez nex t
year.
MERIT MATTERS ... As a result of their high
PSAT scores in October, 1985 and their SAT
scores in 1986, 26 Chicago public and private school students are now listed among
the nation's prestigious Merit Scholarship
Finalists. Each of the finalists was required
to submit a detailed autobiographical form
by October 14. Scholarship winners will be
announced Feb. 9.
HE'S "JUST A GIGOLO ... " David Lee Roth
will be performing in concert with Duran
Duran's Andy Taylor at the Metro Centre in
Rockford Thursday, Feb. 5. The price is
$15.00....
John Gale will perform at
the Cabaret Metro, Friday, Jan. 30. The price
is $10.50 in advance.
SOME FA IRY TALES WE NEVER OUTGROW. The Auditorium Theatre presents
the ballet"Sieeping Beauty" Feb. 11 through
14. Prices are $5 to $20. The American Ballet
will perform Feb. 2 to 14 at the Auditorium
Theatre.
THAT'S DANCING. For only $3.98, teens
have the chance of a lifetime to see new and
contemporary artists perform at The Morning Dance and Arts Center on Jan. 23 and 24
at 8:30 pm., and Sunday at 7:30 pm .

Aaron Carson

Be a Contributor
Give the "Around Chicago" staff the scoop on the best and
most exciting teens in academics, the arts and sports in your
school and the best events and entertainment in the city. Call
a "Chicago" staff member at 663-0543 after 4 pm. weekdays
or leave your name and phone number with the receptionists
1f the reporter isn't 1n.
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'More clinics in schools.' national study advises
Teen Women and Sexuality (1982)
(SEA SHELL) = ONE MILLION
Number of girls
15 to 19 In U.S.
9.77 million
Number of girls
not actively sexual

5.12 million

Number who
use contraceptives

1.86 million

Number who don't
use contraceptives

2million

Pregnant Teen Women (1982)
(BABY'S BOTTLE)
Number of teen
pregnancies

.o.

Number of births
to teen mothers

.o.

Miscarriages
Abortions
Total number of
mothers who
married

...

•

.o.

...

...

100,000

...

1,077,000
...

...

...

"'

613,000
...
... ...104,000
... 348,000
... ...

.o.

364,000

Qu Sable High School on
the South Side and Orr High
School on the West Side are
ahead of the nation's other
public schools in responding to the recommendations
of the National Research
Council (NRC) . The Research Council announced
last month that contraceptives should be prov,ided for
sexually active teens through
school-based clinics that also
offer sexual counseling.
The Research Council acts
as a scientific adviser to Congress.
" I had a big smile on my
face when I heard the news,"
said Patricia Davis-Scott, director of the Orr and DuSable health clinics. "It's always
good when you have a group
support a concept you agree
on."
(P)According to a study
which was also released last
month by Louis Harris and
Associates, the majority of

•

...

=

the nation's teens favor the
development of schoollinked clinics which distribute contraceptives.
"I feel that all schools
should have clinics, " said
Keith Glover, a senior at Orr.
" The clinics are ascessible
and they are convenient."
Although some supporters
of the NRC study may be
happy, it is still unclear if the
study will lead to any changes
in national policy. Within
hours of the study's release,
the recommendations were
labeled as "dumb policy" by
U .S. Education Secretary
William Bennett. Later the
White House said that President Reagan was opposed to
giving contraceptives to
teens.
Davis-Scott thinks that
some are opposed to the idea
of school-based clinics because they do not understand
the purpose of them . "Some
people are under them isco n-

VIS4

ception that the clinics are a
cure-all for everything, " she
said. "Adolescents receive
the most inconsistent health
care of any age group in the
country, and the clinics can
fill this void."
Although Davis-Scott
would like to see more
school-based clinics across
the country, she thinks the
creation of many more clinics is unlikely. The clinics are
" very specific to the community, and each community
deals with their problems dif-

ferently, " she said .
In establishing clinics,
money is one issue that the
community must confront.
The DuSable and Orr clinics
each cost $250,000 a year to
operate according to Ruth
Belzer, Executive Director of
the Harris Foundation, which
helped fund the two clinics.
Belzer estimates that it costs
$125 ,000 Just to establish a
clinic. On that basis , it would
cost Chicago $16,500,000 a
year in order to run clinics in
every public high school. It

V.\.\\.~1-WJ~
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Ron Smith

City seeks new teen input
For the first time in 15
years, Chicago teens are being promised a voice in how
city money should be spent
on teen programs. They are
also being promised a role in
setting city policy on issues
that directly affect teens .
Last August, Mayor Harold
Washington appointed a
committee of more than 70
adults from organizations
such as the YMCA and the
Chicago Youth Center, called
the Youth Development Coordinating Committee
(YDCC), to make recommendations about what action
the city shou ld be taking on
eight youth issues. These issues include education,
youth employment, substance abuse, teenage pregnancy, runaways and homeless youth.
This month, the YDCC is
scheduled to give its report
to Mayor Washington. The
YDCC is supposed to give
more specialized attention to
youth needs than the city
has given in the past.
Even though no teenagers
were appointed to the YDCC,
the Mayor's Committee on
Youth is now promising that
a panel of youth will review
and make comments on the
adult's recommendations before Mayor Washington receives them .
"We need comments from
teenagers," said Fish Brown,
Asst. to the Mayor's Committee on Youth. "What we want
to do is to get a ood c ross-

section of teens to review the
recommendations. That includes Black kids, White kids,
Hispanic kids, Asian kids,
youth school leaders and
youth who have actually been
involved in the youth service
agencies that are represented
on the YDCC. "
At the time of this interview, no actual date or means

JACKETS

had been established for selecting teens to the review
panel. But the review will
occur at a public meeting,
open to any teen in the city.
Teens who would like to be
informed about the recommendations and give their
input on them should call the
Dept. of Human Services at
(Continued on Page 5.)
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CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS

NEW CONVENIENT LOCATION

DOWNTOWN
/

would also cost $8,000,000
just to get these clinics
developed.
Belzer said both the Illinois Department of Public
Aid and the foundations in
Chicago split the cost in
funding the two health clinics . But Belzer estimates
that if any new clinics are
established in the city, the
money will have to come from
the public.

162 North State Street
(Across from the "Chicago Theater")
lOth Floor - Room #1018
Open: Monday thru Friday, 10:00 to 5:00
Saturday 10:00-4:00
Phone: 641-1831

463-1464

,·pm··now··a··ree·nage-s·ex-cou·nseio·r;·····Profiles on teen sexuality
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things written were X-rated, but I seem~d
HOTLINE
p A R
S
to be the only one uncomfortable w1th
·
Last November I read an advertise- the language.
---ment for a teen peer counseling proAs the day progressed , I learned not to
1-800-4-CALL US
/fc~
gram on sexuality sponsored by Mt. be so startled even though I had done a
II ....
Sinai Hospital. The classes would cover good job of hiding it on my face. The
five days over the Christmas holidays.
class became a place that teenagers
to take the class themselves. Well , new
Knowing this holiday commitment, I would like to go; a place to let it all hang ing to deal with it! And I'm also the proud
students can enroll in this program. But
almost bowed out. But now I'm glad I out , to talk about their sexual experien- owner of a peer counseling certificate.
I was so enthusiastic about telling
because it takes a full five days of classes,
dldn't. It turned out to be the most 1nfor- ces, diseases, feelings.
the team at Mt. Sinai will watt until the
mative, self-enriching and constructive
One girl was an unwed mom. I felt her friends what fun I had that they became
summer to schedule another course.
program I've ever participated in.
emotions as she explained her opinion envious. They told me that they wanted
1 wrote a journal during the classes,
of why girls get pregnant. Not being a
teen mom myself and not having any
whtch I'd like to share with you.
fnends like that, I never realized the
Well, thts was the first day of my "sex emottons involved in having a baby at
class ... Lea Redmond, our supervisor, such a young age. I think I'll always
told us we'd discuss venereal dtseases, remember her face; a young, pretty girl
different methods of birth control and do with the responsibility of a woman writrole playing wtth the usual teen prob- ten on her face.
The second day was a buster day. This
lems.
By Lorna Bates
After lunch, Francine lnbinder, who morning a doctor, Dr. Pamela Smith,
teaches at Columbia College, arrived on talked to us about how the penis and
All of the answers that appear In this
Yes. Tha natural menstrual cycle exists
the scene. She seemed very comfortable vagina work . She explained how menwith sexuality topics. She was quick to struation takes place, how " the pill " column are based on Information gath- in order to wash away the egg and the
say things like, " Draw the external side actually works-higher estrogen con- ered from professionals-gynecologists, cushiony walls of the uterus every month,
but the woman 's fertility responses are
of the vagina. Yes a pussy!" Or " He (a tent than testosterone hormones that psychologists and specialists In sexual
drawing of an erect penis) had a good tells the brain not to let out eggs because counseling. Send your questions to still active during the cleansing part of
"Straight Talk," New Expression, 207 S. the cycle. Any time the vagina is sexually
tlay," and other VERY STARTLING of the extra high amount of estrogen.
THINGS that I thought improper to say.
It was very dratning, but I learned a lot. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604. Please Indi- stimulated, the woman 's brain tells the
But I must admit that her openness and The experience made me want to pursue cate a first name so we can give readers
egg sac to release a new egg to meet the
her " let it all hang out" spirit taught us the medical field since I understood so a sense of whether the question comes sperm.
from a man or a woman.
unknowingly.
well .
That afternoon a nurse from Planned
Will douche after intercourse lessen
She asked us to put paper sheets on
the walls with titles like "menstruation," Parenthood, Gerri Virgil , talked to us
I heard that guys can take a pill for
the chance of pregnancy?
"o rgasm," " penis," and "oral sex. "
about different methods of birth control. birth control. Is that true?
She divided us into two groups and She even brought some with her: IUD's,
No. If anything, it should make it easScientists in China have been experiasked us to draw the tnternal and exter- spermicidal foam , condoms (which were
ier to become pregnant because a
passed out to everyone as souvenirs), menting with a pil: for men. But as for
nal picture of the pents and vagina four
douche plunges water up to the uterus
diaphragms and pills. We learned about now the male pill is still experimental
separate times. That was to help us learn
where the egg is implanted. So, the
the parts. There were quite a lot of parts the side effects and the best methods for and not approved tor sale in the U.S.
douche procedure makes it easier for
Currently there are only three methods the sperm to reach the egg.
missing like the vestibule in the vagina teens (pill, condom and foam).
It's a really good group of students. of birth control for men: condoms , a
and the scrotum in the penis.
There is very little chance that the
They're all very intelligent and vocal vasectomy and abstinence.
After drawing the vagina and the penis,
sperm will leave the uterus along with
she asked us to write anything that came about thetr feelings. Sometimes, I bethe douching water because sperm are
to our mind under the topics put on the come self-conscious when the speakers
Can a woman become pregn.ant by very aggressive in their effort to reach
wall earlier. It could be slang, whatever ask questions that they'd only know having intercourse during her menstrual the egg and fertilize it.
the actton reminded us of. A lot of the
answers to by experience. But I'm learn- period?
-r
VALUABLECOUPON!
• -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ataffiMe~deef~c~of~k~g~he
I
pill?''
By Lorna Bates
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Nausea is one possible side effect.
Minor weight gam (about 5 pounds) ,
mild headaches, spotting between periods and sometimes depression due to a
chemical imbalance. A doctor should
evaluate a young woman's first use of
the pill so that any chemical inbalances
can be corrected by varying the lndtvidual's prescription. There are between 25
and 30 varieties of "the pill."
The effectiveness of the pill is 99%,
and it is by far the easiest method to use.

I

I
I

How do I know if someone really loves
me?

That's the great thing about business.
If you're willing to work hard, the opportunities are
wide open. But don't kid yourselfthe first thing you have to work on is your business education.
Our B.A. degree programs in Business Administration,
Accounting, and Computer Information Systems and
Management are as accessible as they are practical.
Financial aid allows the majority of our Chicago
campus students to pay little or no tuition.
And if you want special tutoring,
or courses in English as a second language,
you11get as much help as you need.
Best of all, a Business B.A. from National College
opens doors at many of Chicago's top companies.
Which is exactly what you need
when you're starting in business. A chance.
For more information, call 621-9650.

\ATIO.'Xt\1. COLLEGE
OF EDLC\TK)\

Being open with the person, directly
communicating is the best method. Going through friends to f ind out his/her
feelings is the worst way. Expressing
feelings of love for someone can be very
hard to admit. It is a sensitive and delicate topic that should be handled very
carefully.

***********
Get your A.CJ:
togeth~l!
Before the ACT.. get ready
w1th the best-Stanley H .
Kaplan. We teach test· taking

techniques, review suqject
material. inspire confidence. So
do what smart test-takers do.
Think Kaplan before you ACT.
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National College of Educat1on Office of Admissions
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The dating game grows
violent

Photo by Enrique Arceo

Model: Anallsa Domingo

By Glibel Gomez with
Roberta English
One in four teenaged daters experience violence in their relationship according to an article on "Teen Dating
Violence" in the December issue of the
Social Work Journal.
"The numbers are hard to determine
because the girls don't speak out. But as
I go around to about 150 groups of teens
in Chicago each year and ask how many
know about examples of violence, a lot
of hands go up," said the Rev. John
Huran, Director of the Catholic Youth
Office in Chicago.
The Henton and Gate Study, described
in the Social Work Journal article, found
that slapping and pushing were the most
common form of physical violence on
teen dates. But when this study of teens
was compared with a study of violence
among college daters, the authors discovered that teen couples are far more
likely to punch one another than older
adults in college.
The authors found that 27 percent of
the teens admitted that they had used a
closed fist on a girlfriend or a boyfriend,
while only four percent of the college

students were guilty of punching out
their date.
For Marie, a 17-year-old Chicagoan.
the one punch from her ex-boyfriend,
Tom, was the last straw in their relationship. She left him. Normally, teens don't
split up when there is an abuser, according to the study.
But before Marie left Tom they had
engaged in another form of violence
which sociologists call "behavior control." "It used to be that I would do anything for Tom," Marie said. At the end of
every date Tom would get quiet and sad,
accord ing to Marie, and she would end
up crying because she couldn't lift him
"from the miserable mood."
Tom's method of controling Marie
through his moods was more subtle than
a verbal threat or cursing . But all of these
forms of "behavior control " is the psychological equal to physical abuse, according to Henton and Gate.
Henton and Gate found that 45.5 percent of the teens in their survey had been
physically threatened . Threats of violence and actual pushing and slapping
are exchanged by teens. Girls returned
the boys' abuse, and boys retaliated to
the girls' abuse.
" I'm seeing more and more aggresive
girls," said Rev. Huran. "While a boy may
think it's 'macho' to boss a girl around , a
girl thinks it's 'cool' to have a boy
wrapped around her finger."
Princilla Bush of Von Steuben claims
that her brother taught her how to fight.
" I can fight the boy," she said. Half of the
girls New Expression interviewed said
they will "fight and scrach" if they need
to.
Bush says she avoids being in a 'situation' with a boy by making sure she
knows the person well and goes on double dates with him before going out as a
single couple. Robin Williams of CVS
says that she makes sure she has cab
fare home.
Of the boys New Expression interviewed, only one accepted male violence. "If a girl is bold enough to hit me,
she should be brave enough to take a hit
back," said Edward Basden from Whitney Young. Five others said that they
could never be provoked to hit a girlfriend.
But studies show that it's not easy to
predict who will become a violent dater.
Only one personal quality turned up in
over half of the teens studied: expe- ·
rience with violence at home.
In homes where teens see violence
occur among adults, these teens themselves are more likely to use violence on
a date.

"The family background can shape
the person's tendency to 'let-go' and
give in to violence," said Dr. Balasybramnia Sarma, a psychiatrist at Barclay
Hospital. "When there is a solid family
who shows caring, then there is more
s.trength in the teen to reject vio lence."
The Henton and Gate Study also found
this to be true. Half of the 35.5 who practiced violence in their relationship were
from violent homes themselves.
Violence at home is partly caused by
the stress and changes in the society.
"Any culture going through a change
experience (as our culture is), will experience stress," Sarma said . "And violence is one way of coping with stress."
"Fortunately, we are now openly reporting personal violence in magazines,
TV and newspapers," he said . This openness has caused public pressure to respond to the increased violence . Doctors and teachers are now required by
law to report any suspected violence.
Public awareness has influenced organized efforts to reduce child abuse or
wife abuse or alcohol and drug abuse or
sex abuse of children . But, so far, no
organization has set up a program specifically aimed at helping teenagers, male
or female, who experience violence as
part of a dating relationship.
New Expression found nine organizations or hot lines that are able to offer
some assistance to teens who are vic-

tims of this type of violence. All of these
organizations or hot ltnes will serve teens
without parental consent except the Chicago Counseling Therapy Sevice.

1. Edgewater Uptown Community
Mental Health Center for emergency
physical or psychological treatment. Pay
according to ability. Located at 4740 N.
Clark. Call 769-0205.
2. Child and Family Learning Center
for longer term help. Pay according to
ability. Also located at 4740 N. Clark.
Call 275-6804.
3. Loop YWCA for women 's services.
Free for 10 sessions, after that pay according to ability. Located at 37 S. Wabash Ave. Call 372-6600, ext. 301 .
4. Community Mental Health Council,
a 24-hr. hotline. Call 734-4033.
5. Metro-Help, a 24-hr. hotline service
will help teens find places that can help.
Call 929-5150.
6. Contact Chicago counselors will
listen to the problem , though they may
not be able to refer callers to places for
further help. Call 644-4357.
7. Samaritan counselors wi ll listen
though they may not be able to refer
callers to places for further help. Call
947-8300.
8. Parents Too Soon counselors are
prepared to discuss sexual ity; they will
do referal for a person facing violence in
a sex relation. Call1-800-411-5587.
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City seeks teen input
(Continued from Page 3.)
at 744-0886, ask for Fish Brown and ask
when and where this review by youth will
be held.
Brown believes that " some of the reports" from the YDCC will be changed if
the youths who review them consider it
necessary to do so.
"The Mayor will then accept the reports, probably in a press conference,"
Brown satd.
Teens have already had some limited
input into the report as a result of public
hearings held at the McCorm ick Center,
Oct. 24 Darrell Doss, a senior at Whitney Young , spoke on the need to p lace
youth tn an advisory role to the City
Council and the Board of Education.
Doss also suggested that teens be a part
of the decision-making process with the
Police Superintendent regarding gangs.
Sandra Jones, a student at Corliss,
spoke on the need for pregnancy prevention courses and contraceptive dispensing clinics in high schools.
Han Kim from Lane and Rebecca
Rueter from Sullivan represented Students United for Participation and Representation and spoke on the need for
youth to play a role in school affairs.
Mercedes Mallet, YDCC Committee
Coordinator, explained that teens haven't
been invited to the YDCC meetings be-

cause they would have to miss school
time in orqer to attend the meetings.
Mallet said teen participation on the
YDCC was discussed at great length by
the committee. But because the YDCC
met at early morning hours more frequently than they met in the evening, the
committe saw a problem in encourag ing
teen participation on the committee.
Fish Brown is hopeful that the YDCC 's
final set of recommendations will improve the life of teens in Chicago. " What
I hope will happen is that every time we
look at a budget, we ask how much are
teens getttng out of this (money spent by
the federal , ctty or state governments)?
And I hope that youth are involved in any
kind of structure that is set up by the
mayor to handle these issues. "
Although this new "youth agenda"
could be affected by the Mayoral election in April , Brown believes that the
present effort will win long-range support. " If there is public knowlege of
these recommendations and if there is
support, the next mayor will still have to
deal with those people who prepared the
recommendations."
Commissioner of Human Services
Judith Walker spoke cautiously about
the future of the YDCC . "These changes
are going to take some time," she said.
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riefs
by Ellen Novar
Voter registration at 17
Teens who will be 18-yearsold by the day of the mayo ral
primary election on Feb. 24, or
who will be 18 by the mayoral
election on April 7 are eligible
to register to vote wh ile they are
still 17.
The registering deadline for
the mayoral primary is Jan. 27.
Because th is is a primary election , the voter must declare his/
her party at the polling place.
On Feb 3, 17 and 18 year-olds
may begin reg istering for the
April election.
Registrants should bring two
proofs of name, such as a social
security card , library card or a
driver's license and one proof of
address and date of birth.
For more information on voting or registering call the Board
of Election Commissioners at
269-7960.
Free Career Counseling
Project Urayoan, located at

3516 W. Fullerton, now offers
free counseling to help young
adults explore career options
other than enlisting in the Armed
Forces.
For information on counseling call 486-8883.
Youth Worker Exchange Program
Youth workers, aged 18: 25,
can apply for the US-UK Youth
Worker Exchange Program. The
project arranges 6 week to 12
month internships with free
room and board with British
fami lies and free roundtrip airfairs from New York City to
London for selected participants. Placements for American
youth workers are available
throughout the United Kingdom.
Applications are available by
contacting Virginia Hines, Director, US-UK Youth Worker Exchange Project, National Institute for Work and Learning, 1200
18th Street, NW, Su ite 316,
Washington , DC., 20036 or call ,
1-202-328-3052.

Student Voices, the teen-produced cable TV shows produced by New Expression can
now be seen on Channel19 on
sets that are wired for cable
television.

Parks reward teen citizenship
Students who perform community service through their
schools, churches or local agencies can compete for the Junior
Citizen of the Year Award , sponsored by the Chicago Park District.
To be eligible for the All-City
award, students must first win
at their local park, then become
a city finalist by winning one of
the ten district awards.
To enter, students can pick up
forms at their local parks. Winners will be announced io
March.
Prizes for 1987 were not determined by press time. Last year's
winners won a week's trip to
washington, D.C.
For information call the Department of Public Information
at 294-2493.

Competition for teen novelists
The Avon Flare 1987 Young
Adult Novel Competition is accepting manuscripts from 13-

Here's a listing of upcoming
shows:
Friday, Feb. 6 at 7:30 or Feb.
13 at 8 pm. Do teens and parents agree with the new national
recommendation to provide sex
counseling and contraceptives
in every U.S. high school?

to-18-years-old authors for a
$2,500 prize.
Each manuscript should be 30,000 to 50,000
words (125-200 pages), typed,
double-spaced, on single-sided
pages. Along with the manuscript must be a letter describing
the novel, your name, age, address, and telephone number.
For more information write
to: The Editors, Avon Flare,
Novel Competition, 1790 Broadway, Room 1204, New York, NY
10019.

Monday, Mar. 2 at 5:30 or
Mar. 3 at 7 pm . What are the
problems Chicago students face
in getting good college counseling? What's being done to
correct these problems?
Monday, Mar. 16 at 5:30 or
Mar. 17 at 7 pm. Would education be improved if students
were allowed to evaluate all of
their teachers each year?
Each program opens with a
6-minute news broadcast by the
New Expression staff.
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'In-House:' a priSon or a palace?
.

By Nicole Boyd and Wendell Hutson
In-House Suspension has become one
of the most popular forms of punishment in Chicago high schools. But a
New Expression survey in ten schools
indicates that the meaning of " In-House"
varies greatly from school to school.
In 14 schools where special state funds
are available, the In-House center is set
up to provide tutoring and encouragement rather than a sense of punishment.
In other schools such as Hyde Park,
Whitney Young and Morgan Park, the
· In-House room is clearly a punishment
center where windowless rooms, drawn
shades and ali-day silence is a penalty
for infractions such as tardiness, cutting
classes and being in the corridors without a pass.
At Julian, students report "sweeps" in
which students caught outside of classrooms after the bell rings are rounded
up, taken to the auditorium, charged
with their offense and told to serve an
In-House Suspension the following day.
A New Expression survey of 105 students in ten schools indicates that students are not normal ly offered a hearing
before they are suspended so that they
can appeal the punishment or try to
prove their innocence. This protection,
known as " due process," is required in
cases of In-House Suspension according to the Chicago Public Schoo ls' Uniform Discipline Code.
Although 71 percent of the students
surveyed report that parents were notified by the school of their suspensions,
only 16 percent report that they were
allowed a hearing before being sentenced to an In-House Suspension.

According to William Schertler, principal of Von Steuben, "Students are told
why they've been placed into In-House
Suspension, are told how much time
they will serve , and, then , parents are
notifed. We consider this as due process."
Edward Bozak, the Attendance Counselor at Tilden, claims that In-House at
Tilden is almost exclusively for tardiness. "Very, very seldom do students get
to express their point of view, " he said.
"They get their choice of In-House or a
parent conference . We try to catch the
parents by phone to notify them of the
suspension, but if we can't reach them ,
we put it on the record that we couldn't
reach them ."
At Harlan, Sharon White of the Attendance and Discipline Office, says that
before suspension she sits down with
students and reviews the charges against
them . "We go over the matter with them
because they have rights just as the
teachers do. They are given a chance to
express their side of the case."
Not so at Sullivan where a sophomore
reported that he's already served seven
In-House Suspensions without a hearing.
At Fenger, sophomore Delisa Newell
was c harged with being at her locker at
the bell when she should have been in
class. "This lady, a hall monitor, said I
was in my locker," she said. "They called
my mother, and she had to come up.
They put me in there for about two
days." There wasn't any hearing.
"If students want to look at rules they
can, and that can lead to a trial if they
want it to," said Fenger principal Dr. Leo
Dillon. "Students are given a chance to
express themselves. We have due process in that sense. We don't have a for-

mal trial."
The reaction to In-House punishment
is mostly one of fear and depression
according to the 105 students in the survey. Jackie Smith, a junior at CVS, referred to her high school suspension
center as a prison. " It's a big , c losed,
pushed-off-to-the-side room. There are
no windows, and the teachers act like
wardens."
Terica Boswell, a junior at Dunbar,
reports that In-House can mean cleaning the school at Dunbar if the student
doesn't have assigned work to do.
But at Harlan and 14 other block-grant
schools funded for the creation of InHouse Suspension Centers, the suspension room is organized as a regular
classroom. At Harlan the center is a
former science room with chalkboards
and bulletin boards. There are also resources that the students may use during their suspension ti me.
Mrs. Naomi Larry, the In-House supervisor at Harlan, offers counseling and
tutoring. "The teachers are responsible
for sending me the student's work . We
emphasize behavioral changes and improving the students' self-image.
"The group in suspension have one
general discussion every day. We have
books that we use in our discussions, "
Larry said . " There are conferences that
go on individually and in the group.
There is a learning experience going
on ."
Regina Brown, a junior at Harlan.
agrees with Larry. "The room is filled
with educational materials, from globes
to dictionaries. If I wasn 't told it was InHouse, I wouldn't know."
Besides Harlan, the block-grant provides funding for special centers at Foreman, Lake View, Roosevelt, Schurz,
Steinmetz, Curie, Gage Park, Kennedy,
Bogan, Corliss, Fenger, Julian and washington .
In-House has become a less severe
alternative to the traditional punishment
of At-Home Sospension. Students remain in school, their attendance is taken,
and the school still receives state reimbursement even though students are not
in class.
"In-School Suspensions are not made
as a convenient way to keep students
out of class and still collect money from
the state," said a spokesman fort he Chicago Board of Education. "In-House
was designed to discipline those who
need it," he said .
According to Mrs. Carrol Martin , who
works in the Records Office at Julian,
In-House infractions are not recorded
on a student's transcript. But they are
recorded on the student's school folder
and removed after the student graduates. Out-of-School Suspensions are still
recorded as a part of the student's permanent record.
Students surveyed by New Expression expressed confusion about thei r
teachers' attitude toward an In-House
Suspension. Although some teachers
(37%) view In-House as a normal absence requiring normal make-up, others
(35%) refuse to accept make-up for an
absence due to In- House Suspension.
Still others have created " special" makeup procedures that require a suspended
student to do extra make-up.
Teachers seem to be free to create
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their own policies about make-up. Barry
Jennings, socia l stud ies teacher at
Fenger, says he allows suspended students to make up work just as though
they had been absent for other reasons.
" But once a student has received an InHouse Suspension, my impression of
that student is smeared," he admits.
The " smear" can't happen at schools
such as Simeon, Lincoln Park and Jones
Commercial. These schools are not using In-House at al l, either as a punishment or as a special learning and behavior center.
" Because of our good attendance rate,
our low drop-out rate and because we
don't have gang-related violence, we are
not funded to operate an In-School Suspension program, " said Mr. Ned Lee
McCary, principal of Simeon.
At Lincoln Park, senior Raissa D'sooza
is happy that the school has not adopted
In-House. "D ivision teachers call parents when students are absent. If someone's running in the halls, the hall monitor stops it. We're in charge of our own
attendance, and I think that teaches us
responsibility," she said.
FILIPINO - INDONESIAN
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Schools create glitzy wheel of fortune
Bo Crastination is panting as he
arrives at Benedict Arnold High
School. The hour is 8:05. Today he
must submit a two-week assignment in physics which he started
last night right after Letterman
went off the air. He knows he has
to work fast .
" I gotta copy your labs. I coul dn't
finish mine last night."
Sloven Lee sits in first period
study with a calculator and a catastrophic mess of papers.
"I don't have the labs, but Jo has
the labs. Do you have the film
notes? I need the film notes!"
"I have the film notes, but I need
the labs."
Pam Bitious walks over to their
table. " Does anyone here have the
definitions? I need the definitions.
Gotta get an 'A' on this unit or my
quarter grade'll be a '8'."
" I have the definitions," Sloven
says.
"I need your labs," Bo says.
"Could I see them?"
" What about my film notes?"
"How about if you give Pam your
definitions, Pam gives me her labs,
and I give you the film notes?"
"Well, Leigh needs activities one,
four and five." (Pam indicates
Leigh Z. Ness at the next table.)
"Does Leigh have the
calculations?"
"Meg has the calculations, but
she needs the definitions, too."
" Which Meg?"
" Meg Ligent."
" I could give Leigh activities four
and five, but not one."
"I need the worksheet."
" How about if Sloven gives Leigh
activity five, and Leigh gives Bo the
worksheet, and after 8o's done
with the worksheet, he can give it

Illustration by lorraine Reyes

to Sloven after Sloven's finished
with the calculations he got from
Meg for his definitions. I'll give Joe
the labs so that he can give activities one and four to Leigh and the
film notes to Sloven so that Sloven
can give me the definitions."
In less than an hour the trades
were complete.
Later that day one of Benedict
Arnold's veteran science instructors, Stan Derdized, prepares to
grade the physics units. It is easy
teacher-work; all of the answers
are the same. The students seem to
be doing extraordinarily well on
this unit. They seem to get better
and better as the year goes on.
Another veteran teacher from the
English Department, John Pile
lton, enters the physics lab. "Did
you hear about that sophomore
Cap ltalist who got caught selling
copies of Ben lnarut's Scarlet Let-

Letters
A. P. Stats?
I liked reading the article on A.P.
exams. It provides me with useful information about taking the exams and how
the scores can give me college credits.
I would like to suggest that having an
article with statistical percentages of
how well students of Chicago Public
Schools do in the A P. exams compared
to others around the state and nationwide would be very helpful to students
and parents
Ml Young Chol

It's a Start
I enjoyed the article about enforcing
homework. I think it's about time they
started domg something
A lot of kids are starting to take their
books home. I don't know 1f they do their
homework, but taking books home is a
start.
Marcellna Concepcion

War on War on Drugs?
You were on the right track with your
October editorial, "'Say no' to wimpy
war on drugs," but I feel that the "war on
drugs" deserves a better offense.
The government IS spending 90% on
.enforcement and 10% on education!
Where are their priorities? We must ask
ourselves, who does this benefit and
who shou ld this benefit?
These funds should be spent on th e
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ter test? "
"I t took them long enough to
catch him. Wasn 't he able to make
a down payment on a '59 Hudson
Hornet from his profits last year?"
"Well, you can't blame Ben. It's
too hard to mess with new ditto
masters every year. It's like today, I
though I had to write another test,
but I found one from four years
ago! " He holds up a very J!ght purple copy in satisfaction.
" That's a little hard to read ,
Stan."
" N othing a few ultraviolet lights
can't fix. Giving tests in a physics
lab has its advantages."
"Well, I'll see you later, Stan . I
have to get a wheelbarrow from the
custodian to get my 2nd period
vocabulary units out to my car. Got
this kid, Manual Labor, who set a
new record with 62 typed pages of
new words this year.
their school is doing.
Orlando Ayala

Good News is No News
education and the guidance of students
and drug abusers, not on the police.
We can't afford to be silent! The more
momentum this builds, the more difficult
it will be to avoid random and unwarranted drug testing. Saying "no" to injustice isn't saying " yes" to drugs.
Greta

Here's to Your Health
The article by Sonya Young about reading labels on packages and cans is really
good. I think all studen ts should learn
about nutrition. It is true all teenagers
eat junk food and they should learn to
read th e labels of the food they buy.
They should also learn how to keep their
calories down.
I think the P. E. teachers shou ld teach
more about nutrition and to help us read
labels so teenagers would know what's
good and bad for their bodies. P.E
teachers should also teach all teenagers
about the food that g1ves high blood
pressure and how it affects us. There
should be health programs in every
school so that students could learns
even if they don't think it's necessary.
Carlos Robles

Report Cards Get 'A:
Your story on the school's wait for
report cards is very good. 1 thtnk th at
schools should be graded by what they
have to offer. All schools recieve grades,
so parents and students can see how
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Your article, "Press labels teens as
delinquents" which appeared in the December issue of New Expression was
informative and to the point. I agree that
newspapers have more to gain by sensationalizing their stories, especially about
teens in trouble, than if they were to tone
them down. Let's face it, their main
interest is to sell newspapers.
In the article Mr. Wagner, a Sun-Times
editor, indicated that most of the stories
that are recieved by the Sun-Times about
teens are negative. However, what he
failed to mention is that many positive
things are happenmg throughout the
Chicago Public School system. All Mr.
Wagner has to do is send reporters out to
the schools to investigate and write about
the young people who are not involved
in alcohol or drugs but are interested in
thei r education and are working hard to
do better themse lves and create a better
world .
Thus, ou r newspapers should stress
the positive aspects of today's youth
rather than sensationalizing the negative as they have been doing.
Helena Boklos

Support for Women's Colleges
I would like to commen t on the article
by Paula and Leslie Eubanks on women's
co lleges. I hope it will clear some people's ideas about women's colleges. The
special re lationships with your colleagues at a non-co-ed co llege cannot
be replaced.
These colleges give a sense of co nfl-

"I tell you, though, Stan, plagerism just isn't what it used to be."
"Tell me about it!"
" With computers nowadays, all
they have to do is pass the disk
from printer to printer. I say, give
me the good old days, when students had to copy homework from
one another with fountain pens!"
" I'll say. That sorta hard work
counted for something. Wanna
drop my computer grade cards in
the offcie on your way out?"
This scene at Benedict Arnold
High is not far from what we experience every day in our real high
schools. According to a recent survey conducted by the California
State School Board, 74 percent of
students admit to cheating. The
survey also found that cheating is
most common in college prep high
schools.
Do we go to school to play
games? Do we say we're seeking
truth, but actually pressure one
another into dishonesty? Do we
want to acquire important career
skills, but usually lull ourselves into
copying the skills of others.
Both students and teachers are
at fault. Students for avoiding difficulty and settling for grades
instead of honest achievement.
Teachers for assigning and test ing
the same way year after year, for
piling on work when they get
behind schedule, and for stressing
competitive grading over indi v iual
accom pi ishment.
Now that we're in the new
semester, it would be a good time
to ask ourselves if we're acting a
lot like Bo Crastination or Stan
Derdized. They are a joke! Let's tell
jokes instead of living them.
dence to young ladies who may be
unsure about some things in their lives.
There are more opportunities at women's
colleges now than ever and the experience can never be replaced .
Su Lyn Waters
Letters should be addressed to the
Editorial Director. Jack Stoller, New Expression, 207 S. 'Nabash, Chicago, 60604.
Please sign letters and include home
phone number. Please keep letters brief.

Are you Interested in becoming a reporter or reviewer for New Expression?
Then be sure to attend the All-City meeting on Wednesday, January 21 at 4:00.
New Expression is located at 207 S.'Nabash on the 8th floor.
If you are unable to attend but are still
interested in joining the staff, contact
Tanya Bonner at 663-0543.

Get involved
with
New Expression

Picking Up
Illustration by Gilbert Brown

the Pieces
By Angela Dixon
Nov. 2
Dear Diary,
They're at it again. r don't know how
much longer I can take this . Can you
believe they are arguing over some pot
roast? It seems stupid that they would
even worry about something like that.
I'm really ge tting tired of this . They
always tell Tina (my sister) stay out of
it; that it isn't any of our business. But
we still have to put up with it.
Well, I'd better go, my Mom's calling
me. The duel must be over! See you
later, alligator! After while crocodile .
Nov. 4
Dear Diary,
It's getting worse by the day. My Dad
is sleeping in the living room, and my
Mom is still in the bedroom. They never
say anything to us (my sister and me)
about the whole business.
Everyone's on edge in my house. It's
so weird and creepy! I'm really starting
to dislike coming home from school.
Nov. 5
Dear Diary,
My Mom and Dad have just told Tina
and me that they are separating. Mom
says that they aren't getting a divorce
just yet. I guess they want to see if they
just need some time apart. My little sister is heartbroken. She doesn't think we
can survive without our father living at
home.
Tina wants to go and live with Dad. I
suppose she's just a "daddy's girl,"
always there for him in time of need.
On the other hand, I'm all for it. We
really have never gotten along. Tina was
always the favorite . My father never
talks to me like he does to Tina.
It's kind of late, so 111 talk with you
later. Ta-ta!
Nov. 7
Dear Diary,
It's been two days now, and we
haven't heard from my father. I can tell
my Mom's irritated and maybe a little
worried too. She tries to cover her emotions by being cheerful, and she's always
smiling. She has never smiled like that
before. Her face is going to crack one of
these days .
My poor little sister is moping around
the house all depressed. I feel so sorry
for her. She's so young and vulnerable.
She needs a whole family, not a broken
up one. I told Tina I would call all the
motels in town to see if my father was
in one. I'll end for now. Bye!
Nov. 9
Dear Diary,
I called around to some of the nearby
motels for my sister. Amazingly, I found
Dad at one of the sleeziest motels
around. I couldn't believe it. My Dad, all
dignity and pride, living in a garbage
dump!
Well, anyway, I talked with him . He
said he wanted to see Tina and me. But I
was kinda doubtful, you know, with my
mother and all. Unfortunately, sh e

agreed to let him see us. But on one
condition : he must come to see us at our
house. I thought that was a brilliant
idea. I don't want to be caught dead at
that dreadful motel.
111 let you know how everything
turns out. See you later!
Nov. 12
Dear Diary,
My Dad just left. Tonight was so tense
you could hear the bubbler in the aquarium. Tina and I dressed up for the
occasion like we were having a visitor
from out-of-town. My father was spotless in his beautiful new tan sports coat .
He brought some daisies for us and
some roses for my mother. When she
saw them, her cheeks flushed as though
it were prom night.
The dinner was great, but there
wasn't much conversation. About a half
an hour before he left, he said that he
was sorry and wanted to come back. My
sister was overwhelmed with happiness.
But Mom didn't think it was such a good
idea just yet. She burst out crying and
yelling that she wanted the divorce.
I was so surprised and confused I
started yelling " No!" hysterically. Dad
jumped up and insisted that he loved her
and would die without her. But Mom
wouldn't listen; she just yelled "divorce!"
She told Dad that he shouldn't think he
can just waltz in with flowers and think
everything's fine.
She said he had mentally abused her,
had always been putting her down and
discouraging her. Before it was over, my
sister and I ran to our rooms crying
frantically. I tried to calm myself so I
could help her.
I rocked her to sleep in my lap. I heard
Dad leaving and Mom returning to her
room and crying. I fe lt as if I had caused
all of this pain and grief. I just don't
know what to do anymore. I thought I
was so strong. I guess I'm not. I hope I
will get to talk to you soon.

Nov. 30
Dear Diary,
Dad's out of intensive care. The doctors say he can return home in about
two weeks. My sister is thrilled that he's
staying at our house.
Mom is trying so hard to be supportive for my Dad's sake. I am starting to
t hink that soon everyth ing will be fine.
Dad's starting to walk now. Maybe they
can start over again. Until we meet
again!
Dec. 15
Dear Diary,
I am very sorry I haven't written to
you in a long time. Between helping
Dad a nd doing homework, I haven't had
much time for anything else.
We're all working really hard at getting Dad better. Tina and I talk to him
every day after school. I can see the
same old problems as before. Tina is
getting more and more used to having
him a round. Mom's gritting her teeth
more and more.
Mom didn't seem upset when the doctor said we should start thinking about
a permanent place for him . I can't say
I'm broken hearted about his leaving,
but Tina just looked at Mom with her
eyes all shinmg, "Please Mom, can
Daddy stay?" Mom walked away. Sometimes I just wish things could stay the
same even if they aren't perfect.
Jan. 2
Dear Diary,
I don't know if things are easier now,
but the divorce came through.
Mom cried, which is funny, because I'd
thought she'd be happy. It11 be rough
going for a while.
It's not like Tina's making it much easier. She's always calling Dad a nd telling
him how upset Mom is. She's talking
about living with him. That may end up
happening, although last night Mom
and Dad told her she was being silly.

Me, well, I'm okay. I dunno. I miss
having Dad around, but I see him everv
Saturday. I wish he wouldn't try so hard
to tell me how much he cares.
I'm getting used to Mom working all
day now. I've almost forgotten what it
was like when Dad worked and was
home late and Mom warmed his dinner.
I warm hers, half the time.
She smiles more, even if she's tired
more. She went to a New Year's Eve
party and came home singing.
I'll write more when I get the chance.
Thanks for being with me through all
this. I LOVE YOU!

About Young
Chicago
Young Chicago is the teen literary magazine of New Expression. Each month,
one or two short stories by Chicagoarea students are featured.
Young Chicago is always interested in
reviewing new manuscripts for publication. Do you have a story to tell? Do
you enjoy reading other writers' works
and offering suggestions to the authors?
If so, join us for the first 1987 staff
meeting of "Young Chicago," Wednesday, January 21, 3:30p.m.
Young Chicago is made possible by a
grant from the Illinois Arts Council.

Young ·Chicago
Staff
Editor: Erica Griffin
Staff: Angela Dixon, Hyde Park; Scott
Spilky, Von Steuben; Amalia Stodolsky,
Young; Tracey Deutsch, Young; Rochelle
Robinson, Young; Erin Martin, Rich
Central; Mildred Williamson, Lane;
Marvin McAllister, Young; Angela Harris, Young.

DEPAUL
UNIVER S ITY

Nov. 17

THE UNIVERSITY

Dear Diary,
My Mom has filed for a divorce. I'm still
in shock from the outburst of the other
night. Tina has tried to understand
what is happening, but it's so hard for
her. I hate to see her like this.
My Dad call ed one day while my
mother was out and said he loved us
both a nd Mom , too. He asked would we
still love him if he did "something bad." I
told him "of course." See you later!

FOR CHICAGO
PROGRAMS FOR CAREERS

Nov. 23
Dear Diary,
Dad shot h1mself in the head . We JUSt
got the call about two hours ago, and we
went to the hospital. My Mom just can't
believe this is happening . I remember
what my father said just six days ago
about domg "something bad." The doctors say he will live, but he will need a
lot of help getting his life back to normal. My Mom agreed to take care of
him until he gets better.

(
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Entertainment

Reviewers' Picks

Readers' Poll

the McCarthy Era to see what happened. Its descriptions are easy to
understand, filled with interviews and
film footage. Our World is in a class by
itself, and that's why I watch it.

During the month of December, New Expression
polled 175 teens on their Entertainment picks for
1986. Here's what you said:

Best Album:

Best New
TV Show:

1. Anita Baker,
"Caught Up in
the Rapture"
2. Janet Jackson,
" Control"
3. Run/DMC,
"Raising Hell"

1. Alf
2. Head of the
Class
3. Side Kicks

Best Artist:

Best TV
Show:

1. Anita Baker
2. Chico
Gregory
Debarge/ Abbot

1. Cosby Show
2. Moonlighting
3. Growing

3. Bobby Brown

Pains

Best Movie:
1. Aliens
2. Top Gun
3. Star Trek/Soul Man

Ethan Stoller

M ovie reviewers ( fro m left to right): Ethan
Sto ller, Faith Tucker, Las Callahan, Jack
Stoller.

Best movie: "Soul Man"
Best TV show: Moonlighting
Best new TV show: Starman
My first thought for top movie was
" Lucas," then "Crocodile Dundee,"
but then " Soul Man" won my pick
because of the way the film handled
the issues of interracial relationships
and awareness of personal values .
I enjoyed the swap of C. Thomas
Howell from white to black and his
answers abo ut personal values and
the pressure of college costs. These
issues are also troubling me. I was
glad to see such effective acting from
him.
Best TV show? At first there was the
drama of St. Elsewhere , then the melodrama of Family Ties- but Moonlighting wins out with its spontaneity, gorgeous tension and sexuality barely
controlled. It is what I run home for on
Tuesday nights!
No other TV show has such real
characters that depicts human failing
so well . When it comes to how people
and events change a person, Moonlighting is the documentary.
The best new TV show pick, Starman has the right mixture of fantasy
and realism for me. Robert Hays has
fin ally found a comfortable niche after
his movies "Airplane I and II." His
interpretation of an alien is a new
twist.
Hays isn't condescending or mean
as the aliens were in V. H,ays is quizzical and manages to find good in every
situation that is utterly human. His
c haracter is like a baby- simple and
innocent. That's why I fall asleep Friday nights with a hope for beauty and
simplicity in the world.

r

Faith Tucker
Best movie: " Hannah and Her Sisters"
Best TV show:
Kate and Allie
Best new TV show:
Our World
Of all the movies I saw in 1986,
"Hannah a~d her Sisters" appealed to
me because of rts blend. of tragedy
and humor. Woody Allen's script is
successful because it doesn 't go overboard with slapstick as " Bananas"
and it's not dreadfully serious as "Interio rs." "Hannah and her Sisters" is
a masterpiece.
Kate and Allie is one of the finest
sit-coms today. Why? Because the
sce nario of two divo rced mothers is a
rea listi c look at the '80's. In contrast
t o the characters o n Th e Cosby Show,
who hold professional positions, Kate
and Alli e ho ld o rdinary jo bs. Both are
fu nny shows, but Kate and Allie is
more down to earth.
T he sho w was im proved w it h the
recent additio n o f Second C ity's
Andrea Martin . She is one of today's
funniest comediennes.

NOW PLAYING AT SELECTED
CHICAGQLAND THEATRES

The only new show 1 watch that
ap pea ls to me is Our World. Our
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the shootrngs at Kent State or mrssed

Best movie:
"She's Gotta Have It"
Best TV show:
Late Night With David Letterman
Best new TV show:
Our World
"She's Gotta Have It" drew me into
the lives of its characters better than
any other 1986 film . The story is
based on a woman who has three lovers: an old-fashioned romantic, a con. ceited playboy and a talkative goofoff with a wonderfully weird sense of
humor. All three try to win over the
woman, producing some very funny
scenes and interesting dialogue.
The movie gave me a sense of intimacy. Many of the characters directly
address the camera, which let me
know how they felt. At one po int in
the film the woman remembers all the
phony lines men have told her and
they appear on the screen one after
another to recite them . Scenes like
this allow the audience to think what
the characters think, something I
really enjoy.
Late Night With David Letterman is
the most innovative comedy/talk show
on TV, and has been so for a long
time. There are no signs of any other
show matching its originality.
This year, "Late Night" gave us
" Late Night Thriller-Cam " with a camera rolling across the ceiling and
people screaming. It gave us the "Top
Ten Lists ," which revealed that the
fourth-most annoying thing for
George Schultz is being mistaken for
the creator of "Peanuts." It gave us a
hydraulic drill press w ith a force of
fifty tons that crushes the ink out of a
Sunday newspaper.
The show defies the accepted conventions for talk-show interviewing.
David Letterman isn 't afraid to ask his
guests what the audience really wants
to hear, or to make fun of his guests.
He often improvises, creating an air
of spontaneity that makes the show
even better.
Every week, my favorite new TV
series tries to document just one year
from the past ftfty years. The producers of Our World show us trends in
popular culture from that year. They
explain the big news events of the
year complete with film footage and
current interviews with people who
were involved with the event. They
analyze the major attitudes of the
time and relate all these elements to
today's world.
One of the shows was about the
year 1957. It pictured the nation's first
attempt at school desegregation. The
film footage of a the mob outside Little Rock's all-white high school is followed by interviews with the black
students who, as 45-year-olds, recall
those days when their lives were in
danger. It was very effective; the incident lived for me. I found it particularly interesting because I attend a
fairly integrated school and it allowed
me to see the progress that has been
made and what progress still has to
be made.
For alm ost any event that the show
covers, the producers approach it
w ith the same vivid insight into histo ry.
Jack Stoller

Reviewers' Picks
tion of new bands.
However, if I lilad to pick the most
promising act for 1987, it would be
Britain's Curiosity Killed the Cat.
They're just begmning to make waves
over here, but their innovative sound
should make them a good bet for the
New Year.
Nancy Wallace

Music reviewers ( from left to right): Angela
English, David Ratzlow, Nancy Wallace, Ethan
Stoller.

Best Albums:
Anita Baker. " Rapture"
Grace Jones, "Slave to the Rhythm"
Simply Red, " Picture Book"
Best New Artist: Simply Red

Sest Albums:
Peter Gabriel, "So"
Alphaville, "Afternoons in Utopia"
Depeche Mode, "B lack Celebration" •
Best New Artist: ???
I had a very difficult time choosing
the best albums of 1986 because this
was a pretty dismal year in rock music.
Fewer new albums were released this
year in comparison with 1985, and
most bands were either in the studio,
on hiatus or in the process of splitting
up.
I chose Peter Gabriel's "So " because it took me on a roller coaster
ride of emotions, making me want to
sing, laugh, dance and cry-al l within
the space of about forty minutes.
Alphaville's "Afternoons in Utopia"
made my list because of its optimistic , peace-oriented attitude. It reminded me of my favorite sixties '
music, such as Simon and Garfunkel
and the Moody Blues.
"Black Celebration" got my vote
with a completely opposite tone. This
was an angry album that echoed my
feelings when I was frustrated or
upset.
As for the best new artist of 1986,
I'm sorry to· say that I can't think of
anyone. This was the year for breakups and scandals, not for the crea-

Anita Baker made a musical inpact
with her debut, "Rapture." She has a
way of letting me into her heart with
her soulful, bluesy voice and gripping
melodies.
Another favorite from 1986 is Grace
Jones' "Slave to the Rhythm ." All of
the songs are variations of the title
tract in which Grace combines 70's
disco and funk with 80's rock to form
a stimulating switch from the typical
ten-track album.
I enjoyed "Picture Book" by Simply
Red because of lead singers Mick
Hucknall 's gripping voice and the album 's vintage soul-rock sound . Simply Red gets my vote for best new
group of 1986.

Angela English
Best Albums:
R.E.M. , "Lites Rich Peageant"
Guadalcanal Diary, " Jamboree"
Game Theory, "The Big Shot ·
Chronicles"
Best New Artist: Green

Rock music was alive and well in
1986! Many fine releases by relatively
unheard of acts refreshed rock fans ,
most of them listening to college

radio stat1ons. My choice for the three
best albums are all fine examples of
real rock 'n roll, without drum machines.
R.E.M .'s fourth LP. "Lites Rich Paegeant" leads my list. R.E.M . hasn't
lost its distinctive blend of lead and
background vocals. Peter Buck 's guitars are better than ever in tracks
such as "Superman."
'Jamboree," the second album by
Guadalcanal Diary, shows a great
deal of emotion and talent. The hardrock "Cattle Prod " is a powerful
anthem.
Game Theory's " The Big Shot

MOVIES

Chron1cles" includes songs w1th
memorable pop hooks that keep me
dancing and singing along.
As for new talent, I like Green, a
local band from Oak Park, which is a
young band with lots of potent1al
Green 's music ranges from the poprock "Curry Your Favor" to the funkrock "Technology." The group's only
album, " Green," appears on an independent label from Oak Park wh ich
might be hard to find, but it's worth
looking for.

Ethan Stoller

.

Brighton Beach
·Memiors
Neil Simon 's new film is a refreshing change from several recent "teen"
movies such as " Modern Girls. " The
movie takes a warm , sensitive look at
the trials of the Jerome family of New
York City during 1937. The movie is
told through the eyes of fifteen-yearold Eugene Jerome.
·
In add ition to developing his sexual
fantasies and his dreams of playing
for the New York Yankees, Eugene
finds his family struggling to survive,
both emotionally and f inancially. The
family's tensions are so similar to
those faced by teens today that the
fifty year gap between the settings is
almost forgotten.
Simon's use of humor allows the
audience to laugh with Eugene and
feel closer to the characters who
make up his family. In one scene,
Eugene laments the fact that most of
the ballplayers on the Yankees are
Italian. " My mother makes spaghetti
with ketchup; what chance do I have?"
he askes the camera.
Eugene is played by Jonathan Silverman , and Kate, his mother, is
played by Blythe Danner, who both
come to terms with some of their own

conflicts. Their acting is both realistic
and honest.
Kate has taken in her w idowed sister and two children and must watch
her husband work two jobs in order to
support the family. In an expolsive
scene Kate and her sister confront
each other. " You were always the
pretty one; I was always the work
horse," yells Kate . They are overhead
by Eugene. Without giving away too
much of the plot, the conflict is not
neatly resolved , and the audience
feels some of Eugene's amazement at
the imperfections of adults.
"Brighton Beach Memoirs" is a moving, involving portrayal of a family
that almost any audience can appreciate.

Tracey Deutsch

Luther Vandross
Give Me a Reason

Duran Duran

Duran Duran
Notorious
Three years after "Seven and the
Ragged Tiger," Duran Duran is back ,
if not together Drummer Roger Taylor and gu1tanst Andy Taylor have
departed, cutting the Fab Five down
to three.
Along with producer Nile Rodgers,
the remaining Durans have created
an album that is much more soulinfluenced than any of their previous
work. But as an attempt at white Rand-B. "Notorious" ia a mediocre effort at best.
Musically, " Notorious" is a competent album. if not a great one. And
thanks to Arcadia, Nick Rhodes has
branched out. His keyboard work
shows more mnovation than his earlier efforts with Duran.
John Taylor's sabbatical with The
Power Station has added more depth
and matunty to his bass playing. While
Roger's sensitivity is missed on some
of the slower numbers ("A Matter of
Feeling," "Winter Marches On "), Steve
Ferrone is an excellent drummer and
fills Roger's place well .
The album does contain some outstanding numbers. The current release, "Notonous," is a strong dance
track with a rousing horn section. The
spellbinding "Winter Marches On"
features slow. hypnotizing Oriental
melodies. " Vert1go (Do the Demolition)" is easily the best song on the
album, with a driving dance beat that
makes sitting down impossible.
The biggest problems on the album

are the vocals and lyrics. Simon le
Bon is singing out of his range on
most of the album. His whining ,
strained voice is painful to hear on
songs like "American Science" and
"Meet El Presidente." His attempt to
sound like Prince on "Skin Trade" is
laughable. The throwaway lyrics are
especially disappointing in light of le
Bon 's sensitive, poetic work on "Duran
Duran" and " Rio."
"Notorious" suffers from a kind of
musical schizophrenia as a result of
the personnel changes within the
band. Andy Taylor plays guitar on
some of the tracks, and his heavy,
screaming style contrasts sharply with
the rest of the album. "So Misled" and
" Meet El Pres idente" lack a definite
d1rection in attempting to combine
jazz and Spanish mel odfes. And the
musical similarities of most of the
songs are annoying at first, then
boring.
When Duran Duran broke into two
sp linter groups in 1985, the band
members said that their solo work
would make the next album stronger.
Instead, " Notorious" is a confused ,
disjointed collection of mostly average pop songs that leave long-suffering Durannies wishing for the old
days.

When an artist sees dollar signs
and rushes to record an album because he happens to have a hit single,
the end product is usually a rehash of
old material or of songs that weren't
good enough for previous albums.
"Give Me a Reason" was a top ten pop
and soul hit before the rest of the
album was recorded, but Luther
doesn't fall into the money trap.
Instead he makes effective use of
his talents, as well as the talents of his
background singers and musicians.
This album is equal to any he has ever
recorded, and it has the potential to
cross over to the pop charts.
"Give Me a Reason" follows the
same formula that has succeeded for
Luther in the past. With up-tempo
dance numbers, Luther combines his
catchy lyrics and vocal arrangements
with the power-packed bass lines of
Marcus Miller. "I Really Didn't Mean
It" is also aided by an exceptionally
creative rhythm track-. Another number, " Stop Love" features scorching
synthesizer, guitar and vocal performances by Luther's supporting cast.
And although Luther gives great
performances on the up-tempo numbers, his trac:jemark is passionate bal-

Luther Vandross

lads that allow him to show off as the
best male voice in soul music. In fact,
the only problem with the ballads on
this album is that there are not enough
of them.
On "There's Nothing Better Than
Love," Luther teams with actor/ dancer
Gregory Hines to produce a blend
that is mellow and within the Vandross style, yet unique because of the
surprising first-tenor vocals of Hines.
Another cut, "Anyone Who Had a
Heart," was originally written by Burt
Bacherach and Hal David in the early
70's and was a hit recording by Dionne
Warwick. Luther's arrangement, however, improves on the original by adding horns (a Vandross first) and vocal
ad fibs and phrasing by Luther that
almost demand an emotional response from the listener.

Kevin Davy

•

Nancy Wallace

ostens offers you a selection
class rings unequalled in
quality and craftsmanship. And
the choices you can make in
design will make your class ring
as individual as you are.
To make your cla s ring your
class ring, choose Jostens.
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photographers
Root Photographers is the official senior portrait and yearbook photographer for a great
many of the fine high schools in the Chicagoland area.
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What does that mean to you?
It mean s those schools selected
ROOT because of
its excellence in senior portraiture
its 90 plus years of experience in school photography
its fine portrait quality and sensible prices.

It means-Creative senior portrait sittings with

6 W. Randolph
3rd Floor
Chicago, IL 60601
Overlooking State Street Mall

extra new and unique

poses FOR FREE

It means-Being photographed by a ROOT senior portrait specialist wh
will capture your true personality in a portrait that will be treasured as a
graduation memoir for many years.

1131 West Sheridan • Chicago • 761-5500
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